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Honorable Tom Marino
Chairman
Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform,
Commercial and Antitrust Law
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Honorable Chuck Grassley
Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Honorable Hank Johnson
Ranking Member,
Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform,
Commercial and Antitrust Law
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Honorable Patrick J. Leahy
Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Proposed Amendments to Bankruptcy Code Relating to Resolution of
Systemically Important Financial Institutions
Dear Reps. Marino and Johnson and Sens. Grassley and Leahy,
The National Bankruptcy Conference (NBC) is a voluntary, non-partisan,
not-for-profit organization composed of about 60 of the nation’s leading bankruptcy
judges, professors and practitioners. It has provided advice to Congress on
bankruptcy legislation for nearly 80 years. I enclose a Fact Sheet, which provides
further information about the NBC.
In 2013 and 2014, two bills were introduced to amend the Bankruptcy Code
to add special procedures for the resolution of systemically important financial
institutions (“SIFIs”)—the Taxpayer Protection and Responsible Resolution Act, S.
1861 (“TPRRA”), which would have added a new chapter 14 to the Bankruptcy
Code, and the Financial Institution Bankruptcy Act of 2014, H.R. 5421 (“FIBA”),
which would have added a new subchapter V to chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.
The Senate did not take any action on TPRRA. FIBA was passed by the House just
before adjournment of the 113th Congress, on December 1, 2014.
In a letter dated January 29, 2014 to Senators John Cornyn and Pat Toomey,
the Conference commented on TPRRA (the “NBC TPRRA Letter”). Later in 2014,
members of the Conference’s Capital Markets Committee met with the House
Judiciary Committee staff to provide technical comments regarding FIBA, but the
Conference did not provide written comments regarding FIBA. Because bills similar
to TPRRA and FIBA might be introduced in the current Congress, the Conference
wants to provide several additional comments regarding certain aspects of TPRRA
and FIBA, and more generally on the subject of the resolution of SIFIs in a
bankruptcy case.
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The Conference appreciates the efforts of the last Congress to improve the Bankruptcy
Code to facilitate the resolution of SIFIs. However, the problems entailed in resolving a
SIFI in a bankruptcy case are very difficult, and, under the proposals introduced during
the last Congress, could be intractable. While TPRRA and FIBA offered tools to address
some of these problems (for example, by facilitating the use by SIFIs of single point of
entry recapitalization1 and by limiting early termination rights in qualified financial
contracts if certain conditions are met), other obstacles and issues were not addressed at
all or were not addressed adequately in either of the bills.
The Conference has a number of significant concerns, including the following:
•

Generally, the Conference believes a bankruptcy process might not be best
equipped to offer the expertise, speed and decisiveness needed to balance
systemic risk against other competing goals in connection with resolution of
a SIFI. The Conference strongly believes that laws in place with regard to a
regulator-controlled SIFI resolution process, like the Federal Deposit
Insurance Act (“FDIA”) and Orderly Liquidation Authority under Title II of
the Dodd-Frank Act (“OLA”), should continue to be available even if special
provisions are added to the Bankruptcy Code to attempt to facilitate the
resolution of SIFIs in bankruptcy. The Conference accordingly opposes
provisions that would suspend or limit the powers regulators now possess
with regard to the resolution of SIFIs.

•

For similar reasons, the Conference believes regulators should be afforded
significant involvement in and supervision over the ongoing operations of a
SIFI being resolved in a bankruptcy case. Regulators should have the
authority to appoint a trustee and to closely supervise and, if necessary,
specify limitations and conditions on the ongoing operations of the firm. The
Conference believes that any amendments to the Bankruptcy Code relating to
the resolution to SIFIs should make it clear that regulators have these powers
despite the pendency of the bankruptcy.

•

On the other hand, while the Conference believes regulators should have a
more significant role in a SIFI’s bankruptcy, the Conference believes
regulators should not be granted authority to commence a bankruptcy case
against a SIFI. FIBA, which provided the Federal Reserve with authority to
file an involuntary petition against a SIFI, made clear that, as practical matter,
there would be no meaningful opportunity to contest such a petition or to
appeal entry of the order for relief. While the Conference considered the
possibility of authorizing regulators to file ta voluntary petition on behalf of a
SIFI, the Conference concluded that a regulator’s ability to exercise its

Of course, effective recapitalization as an element of SPOE requires a firm to have a sufficient
amount of loss absorbing unsecured debt that is contractually or structurally subordinated to
operating liabilities of the SIFI (for example, unsecured debt issued by the firm’s bank holding
company). Requirements to maintain such debt are expected be established by the Federal
Reserve’s proposed rule establishing the nature and amount of the unsecured subordinated debt
at the holding company level that is necessary to make SPOE effective.
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authority under the FDIA, SIPA, OLA and other special resolution regimes
would provide a sufficient incentive for a SIFI to timely commence a
voluntary bankruptcy case.
•

The Conference believes that any procedure contemplating use of bankruptcy
proceedings to recapitalize a SIFI should not include provisions, like those in
TPRRA, limiting the availability of lender-of-last-resort liquidity for a
recapitalized firm and in fact should include provisions to facilitate making
lender-of-last-resort interim liquidity, on a fully secured basis, available to all
members of the SIFI group, including the bank and broker-dealer operations
of the recapitalized firm.

•

The Conference believes that a bankruptcy case for resolving a SIFI, like any
other reorganization case, should be handled by a bankruptcy judge with
expertise reorganizing insolvent firms, not by a district judge, and the
Conference supports both the appointment of panels of judges who can
develop the necessary relevant expertise and a judicial selection process like
the one contained in FIBA.

We address each of the above concerns in greater detail below.
Existing Non-Bankruptcy Resolution Regimes Should Not Be Repealed
As a preliminary observation, the Conference notes that in virtually all countries,
including the United States, regulators have historically controlled the process of
resolving distressed banks. In the United States, for example, insured depositary
institutions have been resolved by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
under the FDIA. On the other hand, until recently, the involvement of national
regulators in the resolution procedures for bank holding companies and broker-dealers
has been less uniform. In the United States, for example, the bankruptcy of a bank
holding company has been addressed using a conventional bankruptcy case under the
Bankruptcy Code, and, while broker-dealers are eligible to be liquidated under chapter 7
of the Bankruptcy Code, the resolution of larger broker-dealers has typically proceeded
under the supervision of a trustee selected by the Securities Investor Protection
Corporation (“SIPC”) in proceedings under the Securities Investor Protection Act
(SIPA), in which SIPC plays a major ongoing role.
Since the financial crisis that began in 2008, many countries, including the United States,
have enacted “special resolution regimes” that give financial regulators greater control
of the resolution of large financial firms, including not only OLA in the United States,
but also the Bank Resolution and Recovery Directive in the European Union, and
legislation in the United Kingdom, Germany and Japan, among other countries.2
For a summary of international legislative developments through late 2014, see Financial
Stability Board, Towards full implementation of the FSB Key Attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes
for Financial Institutions, Report to the G20 on progress in reform of resolution regimes and resolution
planning for global systemically important financial institutions (G-SIFIs) (FSB, 12 November 2014)
(the “FSB Progress Report”).
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Importantly, the new legislation typically includes authority for regulators to supervise
the resolution of broker-dealers as well as banks, which, for these foreign countries, is a
departure from the state of affairs that existed in 2008, where, for example, local brokerdealers affiliated with Lehman Brothers were placed in ordinary insolvency proceedings
supervised by a variety of administrators, liquidators and other controlling persons in
many parts of the world.
This global trend of providing national regulators with authority to control not just the
resolution of banks, but also the resolution of broker-dealers and other operations of
global financial firms has had the beneficial effect of encouraging cross-border
coordination and advance planning among regulators for the orderly resolution of such
firms, reducing the risk of conflict between the administration of a multi-national SIFI’s
domestic and foreign components. Through the Financial Stability Board and other
official channels, global regulators have developed common approaches to the effective
resolution of SIFIs, including such matters as key attributes of effective resolution
regimes, requirements for capital and total loss absorbing capacity (TLAC), and bail-in
(recapitalization) techniques.3 Regulators have also coordinated to impose requirements
that market practices be changed to enhance resolvability. They have, for example,
advocated a protocol (announced prior to the Brisbane G-20 Summit in November 2014)
for international recognition by contract of provisions in special resolution regimes that
limit termination rights in over-the-counter derivatives contracts.4 Such termination
rights were among the major impediments to the orderly resolution of Lehman Brothers
and reportedly a source of tens of billions of dollars of value-erosion in that case.5 In
addition, regulators are coordinating firm-specific resolution planning by forming
“Colleges of Regulators” for individual firms. In short, lines of communication are now
open and there is increasing alignment in approaches among regulators around the
world who will control the resolution of parts of a SIFI in key countries, making it far
more likely that a multi-national SIFI can be resolved in a speedy and coordinated
manner should it ever become necessary.

3

See the above cited FSB Progress Report.

This protocol, known as the “ISDA Protocol” has already been subscribed to by eighteen G-SIFIs
and adherence to the protocol is expected to be expanded pursuant to regulations expected to be
promulgated by regulators in jurisdictions where those firms are based, including the United
States. The approach contained in the protocol is also expected to be extended to other types of
financial contracts, such as repurchase agreements. See http://www2.isda.org/news/majorbanks-agree-to-sign-isda-resolution-stay-protocol (announcement by ISDA that 18 global banks
have agreed to adhere to the ISDA Protocol).
4

One recent source cites estimates for the loss in value to the Lehman Brothers
bankruptcy estate from the close-out of the firm’s derivatives ranging from $50 to $75 billion. See
Mark J. Roe and Stephen D. Adams, Restructuring Failed Financial Firms in Bankruptcy: Selling
Lehman’s Derivatives Portfolio, (April 24, 2015, 32 Yale Journal on Regulation, forthcoming) at
http://poseidon01.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=67606708308509809312202606812006507803405001
90230600740290231060881020160301250880990320600180320590460531021060920290171240101260
23030041068069029117101029092070078041003091025067082106121078027064002072099004121028
075008086065006104007026072&EXT=pdf&TYPE=2
5
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While these developments do not mean that the Bankruptcy Code should not be
improved to better address the resolution of SIFIs, the Conference strongly believes that
laws in place with regard to a regulator controlled SIFI resolution procedure, like the
FDIA and OLA, should continue to be available even if the Bankruptcy Code is
amended to better address the resolution of SIFIs. In all circumstances effective
resolution of a SIFI will be heavily dependent on the confidence and cooperation of
regulators in other countries where the SIFI operates, and the ability of U.S. regulators to
assume full control of the resolution process to elicit the cooperation from non-U.S.
regulators is an essential insurance policy against systemic risk and potential conflict
and dysfunction among the multinational components of a SIFI. Greater control of U.S.
regulators over any bankruptcy resolution procedure (as suggested below) and the
knowledge that U.S. regulators can, if necessary, invoke regulator-controlled resolution
procedures are both essential to obtaining the necessary support and cooperation from
non-U.S. regulators for the orderly resolution of the firm.
Regulatory Supervision and Control of the Recapitalized Firm
To benefit from all of the work that has been done to coordinate the resolution of a SIFI
in multiple countries and to benefit from regulators’ expertise regarding how best to
resolve the firm, the Conference also believes that regulators should have a very
significant role in any bankruptcy case seeking to resolve a SIFI. The expertise of U.S.
regulators, who will be “on site” at the financially distressed firm at the time resolution
proceedings are commenced and the need for U.S. regulators to coordinate the firm’s
resolution with controlling regulators in other countries means heavy involvement by
U.S. regulators will be critical if adverse systemic effects from the failure of the SIFI are
to be prevented or minimized. Put another way, the ability to elicit cooperation from
regulators controlling the resolution of the foreign components of a multinational SIFI
will likely be compromised if such regulators believe U.S. regulators will not able to
exercise an appropriate level of supervision and control over the U.S. components of the
SIFI.
Moreover, bankruptcy courts are not experts in the operations of global financial firms,
and after a firm has failed, it is unlikely they will be qualified to exercise necessary
supervision over the firm. The firm’s primary regulators will, among other things, be in
the best position to appoint the controlling manager (whatever the title of the
officeholder) and, as under Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act, they should be given the
authority to do so.
Finally, unlike normal bankruptcies, where equality of treatment of similarly situated
creditors, preservation of going concern value and rehabilitation of the firm are the
principal goals, in SIFI resolutions the goal of minimizing systemic risk is the most
important goal. Regulators are not only best situated to identify systemic risk, but also in
the best position to determine how to balance that risk against other goals. This is not to
say that regulators should be given total carte blanche to ignore traditional bankruptcy
goals, but they need to be in a position to act expertly, quickly and decisively, taking
into account both the interest of stakeholders and the public interest, so an appropriate
balance can be struck.
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For all of the above reasons, the Conference believes regulators should be afforded
significant involvement in and supervision over the ongoing operations of a SIFI being
resolved in bankruptcy case.
Filing of a Petition by Regulators
While the Conference believes regulators should have greater involvement in a
bankruptcy case regarding a SIFI, the Conference is concerned about granting regulators
authority to commence a bankruptcy case against a SIFI. FIBA, for example, provides for
the commencement of an involuntary case against a SIFI under proposed subchapter V
of chapter 11. It provides for a very truncated (16 hour) period to contest the petition
and, if necessary, obtain a ruling on an appeal from the order for relief in the case. While
the Conference understands the reasons for the abbreviated process due to the need to
implement the recapitalization of the firm over the proverbial “resolution weekend” to
provide certainty to markets and counterparties and prevent contagion, the Conference
submits it is unrealistic to think that such a compressed process for vetting petitions for
involuntary relief will afford an opponent of the petition, be it the SIFI itself or a holder
or a claim or interest, any real opportunity to contest the petition or the courts any real
opportunity to make an informed and reasoned decision on the merits. The limited time
for a hearing on and appeal of the order for relief is unrealistically short.
One alternative considered by the Conference was the possibility of allowing regulators
to step into the shoes of the SIFI and file a voluntary bankruptcy petition on its behalf,
just as regulators could commence regulator-controlled resolution proceedings under
other laws, but the Conference concluded that entirely removing the parties’
opportunity to contest the regulator’s decision to invoke the bankruptcy process was not
a real solution to the lack of a sufficient time to contest the petition. The articulated
justification for allowing regulators to act is to prevent the SIFI’s management from
delaying its own petition if necessary to assure orderly resolution of the firm. However,
the Conference believes the authority of regulators to act under existing laws, like OLA,
the Federal Deposit Insurance Act and the Securities Investor Protection Act, sufficiently
serve this purpose. Consequently, the Conference concluded that regulators should not
be provided with authority to commence a bankruptcy case against a SIFI, but instead
regulators should retain the threat of proceeding under other laws if the SIFI fails to act.6

If limitations were placed on the availability of regulator-controlled resolution procedures,
which, as noted above, the Conference opposes, the Conference would favor the ability of a
regulator to commence a case by filing a voluntary petition on behalf of the debtor in lieu of
commencing an involuntary case. If the provision of FIBA affording regulators the ability to
commence involuntary proceedings is nonetheless retained, the Conference believes that judges
should be given the longest practicable time period to consider and render a decision on the
appropriateness of an involuntary petition, and the Conference believes the requisite 48-hour
minimum notice should be given to the Chief Judge of the Circuit in which the bankruptcy judge
sits, rather than to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.
6

6

Lender-of-Last Resort Liquidity
As suggested in the NBC TPRRA Letter, meeting the liquidity needs of a distressed SIFI
is essential to successfully resolving the firm without creating undue systemic risk. The
business of a SIFI is “maturity transformation”—taking short term loans from depositors
and other stakeholders and turning them into long term investments in the economy,
like mortgages and corporate loans. When a financial firm becomes distressed,
depositors and customers panic and, rather than risk their savings and investments,
they make precipitous withdrawals from the firm. In short, they “run.” Unlike the
typical debtor, where creditors can be stayed from collecting debts until the
reorganization is completed, staying a SIFI’s depositors and customers from making
withdrawals creates systemic disruption and contagion risk. If the firm is to be
reorganized, the firm needs to be recapitalized virtually overnight (i.e., over a
“resolution weekend”), and the recapitalized firm has to open up on the next business
day with sufficient liquidity to meet withdrawals until the “run” subsides and
confidence in the firm is restored. By facilitating the creation of a new, non-bankrupt
bank holding company to which the recapitalized bank and broker dealer operations of
a debtor bank holding company can be speedily transferred for the benefit of the estate,
both FIBA and TPRRA seek to facilitate this type of recapitalization. If, however, the
recapitalized firm is forced to sell assets to meet a run, market prices will be further
depressed, imposing additional losses on the firm and creating losses at other firms who
mark their balance sheets to market. The only way to prevent this type of transmission
of balance sheet losses and the resulting contagion is for the recapitalized firm to borrow
against its unencumbered assets as necessary to meet the outflows, instead of dumping
its assets on the market. Secured lender-of-last-resort lending to fully capitalized banks
has long been thought justified for just this reason.7
A crucial distinction needs to be made between a government bailout of shareholders
and creditors by adding equity capital to an insolvent firm on the one hand, and
traditional secured lender-of-last-resort liquidity provided to a recapitalized firm on the
other. In the former case, taxpayers absorb the firm’s losses. In the latter case, private
sector shareholders and creditors absorb the firm’s losses, and fully secured loans are
made only to a recapitalized firm.
The Conference strongly believes that to be successful, any recapitalization procedure,
whether under the Bankruptcy Code or under a special resolution regime like OLA,
requires a non-market backstop liquidity source as a bridge for the recapitalized firm
until liquidity outflows abate and access to market liquidity returns. For this reason, the
Conference opposes provisions (like those in TPRRA) that do not provide for lender-oflast-resort liquidity even after a firm’s bank and broker-dealer operations have been
recapitalized, and supports instead adding provisions that provide assurance that some
form of lender-of-last-resort liquidity will be available, on a fully secured basis, for use
in all entities in the SIFI group, including the bank and broker-dealer businesses of the
recapitalized firm.
Bagehot, Walter, Lombard Street: A Description of the Money Market (1873). See also Bipartisan
Policy Center, Too Big to Fail: The Path to a Solution (May 2013).
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Selection Procedure for Judges
In its review of FIBA, the Conference considered the judicial selection process for the
resolution of SIFIs under the Bankruptcy Code. The Conference believes that, for the
reasons outlined above, specialized expertise and advance judicial training is required
for the judge who would preside over the resolution of a SIFI. Moreover, the Conference
believes that bankruptcy judges, who regularly deal with the reorganization of
financially distressed firms, are better equipped than federal district judges to deal with
insolvencies of financial firms. However, even bankruptcy judges do not share
regulators’ financial-institution specific expertise, and they would require special
training to address resolution of a SIFI.
The Conference accordingly supports the idea that, if special procedures are added to
the Bankruptcy Code to facilitate the resolution of SIFIs, expert panels of court of
appeals judges and bankruptcy judges should be designated in advance by the Chief
Justice to address such cases, as provided in Section 4 of FIBA. The Conference also
favors a mechanism for selecting a presiding judge from among the designated judges
that is similar to the one included in FIBA (where the chief judge for the court of appeals
in the circuit where the case is pending selects the presiding judge). The designation of
panels of judges is, of course, best coupled with training to help the designated judges
develop the requisite expertise to handle complex SIFI bankruptcies, and the Federal
Judicial Center might consider offering regular educational programs and written
materials to assist the designated judges in addressing issues likely to arise in such cases.
Conclusion
We hope that these comments are useful if bills are proposed in the 114th Congress
seeking to amend the Bankruptcy Code to address SIFI resolution. As noted above, the
prior legislative proposals did not address various significant issues and failed to
effectively mitigate the risk of cross-border dysfunction and conflict in connection with
the resolution of multinational SIFI’s. The NBC welcomes the opportunity to review
and analyze legislation on this subject introduced in the current Congress and to submit
further comments and recommendations, including those addressing the issues not
previously covered.
Sincerely,
/s/ Richard Levin
Richard Levin, Chair
rlevin@jenner.com
(212) 891-1601
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